Psalm 27:14 Wait on the LORD: be of good courage, and he shall strengthen thine
heart: wait, I say, on the LORD.

hwhy-la, hWEq;w> ^B,li #mea]y:w> qz:x] hwhy-la, hWEq;
qa-veh el—Yahveh kha-zaq v’-ya-a-metz li-be-kha v’-qa-veh el-Yahveh
Hebrew

hWEq;
hwhy-la,
qz:x]

#mea]y:w>

^B,li

Trans

qa-veh

KJV

#

Meaning (Gesenius)

6960

To twist, to bind; hence – to be
strong, robust (for the notion of
binding fast, tying fast, is
applied to strength).

3308
2388

The proper name of God.
To tie fast, to bind bonds
strongly. To gird. Both in the
signification of adhesion, and
in that of strength. To hold
fast, to stick fast. To persists in
anything, to be constant, to be
earnest. To make firm, to
strengthen, to confirm.

el—
Yahveh
kha-zaq

v’-ya-a-metz

553

li-be-kha

3820

Verbs of binding, tying, girding,
are applied to strength,
inasmuch as with muscles well
bound and with loins girded,
we are stronger; on the other
hand if un-girt, the weaker.
To be alert, firm, strong;
properly, of the alertness of
the feet, to be strong in the
feet, swift-footed; figuratively
used of an alert and strenuous
mind, of a strong and
undaunted mind.
The heart, as the heart is the
central point of the blood and
the seat of life, it often means
– the soul, life. The seat of the
senses, affections, and
emotions of the mind, of
various kinds, as love.
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Hebrew

hWEq;w>
hwhy-la,

Trans

v’-qa-veh

KJV

#

Meaning (Gesenius)

6960

To twist, to bind; hence – to be
strong, robust (for the notion of
binding fast, tying fast, is
applied to strength).

3068

The proper name of God.

el—
Yahveh

TRANSLATION

Twist and bind fast your strength in Yahveh, binding bonds strongly,
girding, adhering and sticking earnestly your strength; be alert, firm
swift on your feet and undaunted in your mind and in the seat of your
senses, affections and emotions of your soul, and twist and bind fast
your strength in Yahveh!
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